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PROJECT SUMMARY 
 

The condition of the transportation network in the United States is deteriorating and 
requires enormous financial and human resources for its maintenance and mitigation. 
According to the National Bridge Inventory [39], about 25.4% of 600,000 bridges in the 
United States are structurally deficient or obsolete. The health monitoring of concrete 
bridge decks and pavements is critical for its maintenance and rehabilitation. Rapid, non-
destructive, and accurate condition assessment and performance monitoring of bridge 
decks and pavements will significantly reduce the cost and human resource for its 
maintenance and rehabilitation.  
 
The dominant current practice used by the state departments of transportation (DOTs) for 
inspection of concrete bridge decks and pavements has been chain dragging and hammer 



sounding. They can be described as nondestructive and relatively rapid. However, the 
accuracy of chain dragging and hammer sounding are significantly compromised by the 
fact that they can be used only to identify delamination at stages in which the 
deterioration has already progressed to such an extent that major rehabilitation measures 
are needed. Furthermore, these traditional inspection methods cannot provide important 
monitoring parameters direct related to the health condition of bridge decks and 
pavements, such as the strength of the concrete and the depth of the delamination. The 
modern nondestructive techniques have been widely used as routing inspection methods 
for bridge deck and pavement evaluation in recent years. Ground penetrating radar (GPR) 
and seismic testing methods are two popular modern nondestructive techniques and their 
advantages are significant compared with traditional inspection methods. 
 
Ground penetrating radar has been successfully used for bridge deck and pavement 
evaluation over two decades. The principle of the method is using electromagnetic waves 
to locate objects buried inside the structure and to produce contour maps for subsurface 
features, such as reinforcement steels and wire meshes [18]. Ground penetrating radar 
method has been demonstrated successfully used for corrosion induced delamination 
detection with rapid acquisition speed by many transportation department and industry 
agencies. However, the information about the mechanical properties (e.g., strength, 
modulus) of materials cannot be obtained by GPR survey. Also, the definitive 
information about the presence of corrosion, corrosion rates or reinforcement steel 
section loess also cannot provide by GPR survey. 
 
In recent years, the portable seismic property analyzer (PSPA) which integrated two 
seismic testing methods: impact-echo (IE) and ultrasonic surface wave (USW), has been 
successfully used to detect common defects in concrete bridge decks and pavements as 
one of the modern nondestructive techniques [20], [21], [33]. The benefits of these 
methods are significant compared with those traditional inspection methods from several 
aspects: First of all, the elastic modulus of materials can be determined in the filed 
rapidly and precisely, no other method can provide such a capability. Furthermore, it has 
been demonstrated that PSPA can detect and assess delamination at various deterioration 
stages, especially in the early stage of deteriorations [35], [36]. However, PSPA has not 
been used extensively by the state department of transportation agencies due to several 
reasons:  
 

• First of all, the PSPA instrument is a point loading system, data acquisition time 
for each point approximately taken 30 seconds. Therefore, the data acquisition 
procedure can be very slow and intensive labor needed for the large scale testing 
task. Furthermore, the PSPA instrument is highly sensitive to the surface 
condition of the test area. Cracking or rough surface can significant affect the 
quality of PSPA data. The improper operations of instrument such as poorly 
coupled to the testing surface can also affect the quality of PSPA data.   

• Second, the PSPA data processing and interpretation is not always straightforward 
and simply. The automatic output test results are not always reasonable and needs 
to be inspected carefully. The high level ambient noise induced by the complex 
internal structure of bridge deck or pavement, such as reinforcement steel and 



construction joint can significant effect the impact-echo data interpretation. 
Furthermore, the overestimated P-wave velocity derived from the surface wave 
velocity can also affect the accuracy of impact-echo data calculation. 

• Last, the general protocol for PSPA data acquisition, processing and interpretation 
has not been established in order to guidance people using PSPA effectively and 
properly for the rapid condition assessment of concrete bridge decks and 
pavements.  

The first task of this study is to evaluate the capabilities of PSPA for identifying and 
characterizing common defects in concrete bridge decks and pavements. The second task 
of this study is to identify current problems and misleadings found during the procedure 
of PSPA data acquisition, processing and interpretation. Improving and developing the 
current PSPA data processing and interpretation methods and makes it more accurate and 
easy to use. The last task of this study is to establish a general protocol for PSPA data 
acquisition, processing and interpretation to help and guidance people using PSPA 
technique effectively and properly for the rapid condition assessment of concrete bridge 
decks and pavements in the future. The following specific steps have been conducted in 
this study in order to meet the requirement of the project: 
 

• The locations of reinforcement steels have been marked using GPR method 
before conducted PSPA field test. For each PSPA test point, the PSPA instrument 
has been placed avoid overlaid on the top of reinforcement steels during the field 
tests of bridge decks evaluation in order to minimum the effect of ambient noise 
to impact-echo data interpretation. 

• The comparison test results of PSPA, Lidar and GPR data verified by the borehole 
control and laboratory testing have been demonstrated in this study in order to 
evaluate the utility of PSPA for bridge deck or pavement deterioration detection. 

• The assumed uniform P-wave velocity has been used in impact-echo data analysis 
instead of the overestimated P-wave velocity derived from the surface wave 
velocity in this study. The manual analysis of impact-echo data has been 
demonstrated more accurate and efficient than automatic analysis results by 
comparing with Lidar data. 

• The uniform scale of modulus elasticity for concrete bridge decks and pavements 
evaluation has been generated and verified by Lidar, borehole and laboratory test 
results. 

• The first frequency peak in impact-echo amplitude spectra has been identified as 
the reflection from the bottom of the deck instead of the most strong reflection 
frequency (return frequency) used for thickness calculation. The manual analysis 
of impact-echo data has been demonstrated more accurate and efficient than 
automatic analysis results by comparing with Lidar. 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
1. INTRODUCTION 

 
1. 1 THE BASIC THEORY OF PSPA 

The portable seismic property analyzer (PSPA), shown in Figure 01, is an integrated 
ultrasonic seismic devices that measurement the change of elastic modulus and the 
thickness of bridge deck or pavement surface layers [20]. The PSPA is based on the 
nondestructive device developed by Dr. Baker [38] and consists of a source and two 
transducers packaged into a portable system for performing seismic tests in the field [36]. 
The device is connected to a laptop computer through a cable that carries commands to 
the PSPA and stores the signals collected by the transducers. The source package is also 
equipped with a transducer for consistency in trigging and for some advanced analysis of 
the signals [35].  

 
Figure 01: The Composition of Portable Seismic Property Analyzer (PSPA). 

The principle of the PSPA is based on generating and detecting stress waves in a medium 
[35]. The PSPA data processing and interpretation is based on the ultrasonic surface wave 
(USW) and impact-echo (IE) methods. The basic theory for each method is briefly 
described in the following sections. 
 
1.1.1 Ultrasonic Surface Wave 

The ultrasonic surface wave method is used to determine the elastic modulus of the 
material. The most dominant waves generated and detected by the device are surface 
waves since it’s contain about two-thirds of the seismic energy. At wavelengths less than 
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or equal to the thickness of the uppermost layers, the velocity of propagation is 
independent of wavelength [35]. Consequently, if the properties of the uppermost layer 
are summed to be uniform, the elastic modulus of the upper layer, Efield, can be 
determined simply by generating high-frequency (short wavelength) waves: 
 
Efield = 2ρ[(1.13-0.16ν)VR]²(1+ν)         
 
Where 
VR = velocity of surface waves, 
ρ = mass density, and 
ν = Poisson’s ratio. 
 
The variability of test results with the PSPA on Portland cement concrete is less than 3% 
without moving the device and around 7% when the device is moved in a small area [38]. 
The general procedure of evaluation the elastic modulus of the material through the 
ultrasonic surface wave method has been shown in Figure 02. 

 
Figure 02: The Procedure of Elastic Modulus Measurement by PSPA. 

 
According to the definition introduced by Dr. Nazarian at 1984 [2]: “Assuming vertical 
velocity variation, each frequency component of a surface wave has a different 
propagation velocity (called phase velocity, C1) at each unique frequency (f) component. 
This unique characteristic result in a different wavelength (A) for each frequency 
propagated. This property is called dispersion.” The dispersion properties of surface wave 
can be used to generate dispersion curves (Wavelength vs Phase velocity), if we assumed 
the material properties are uniform, such as the density and Poisson’s ratio, the Young’s 
modulus profile (Depth vs Young’s modulus) can be generated according to the above 
equation. Furthermore, the surface wave velocity propagation is independent of 
wavelength when the wavelengths is less than or equal to the thickness of the uppermost 
layer [35]. Therefore, the elastic modulus of the material in the uppermost layers is 
determined without an inversion or back calculation algorithm.   



 
To collect data with the PSPA, the high-frequency source is activated four to six times. 
Prerecording impacts of the source are used to adjust the gains of the amplifiers in a 
manner that optimizes the dynamic range of the electronics. The outputs of the three 
transducers from the final three impacts are saved and stacked [35]. Typical voltage 
outputs (time records) of the three transducers are shown in Figure 03. An actual 
variation in elastic modulus with wavelength (dispersion curve) from the time records 
shown in Figure 03 is demonstrated in Figure 04. In practical reasons, the wavelength is 
simply relabeled as depth [35]. In that manner, the operator of the PSPA can obtain a 
qualitative feel for the variation in modulus with depth. As approximated by the solid 
line, the modulus is reasonably constant for the first 4 inches, below which the modulus 
tends toward lower values with depth. To obtain the average elastic modulus, the 
modulus from a wavelength of about 2 inches to slightly less than the normal thickness of 
the top layer (8 inches) is used. Furthermore, the following relationship was used to 
adjust the elastic modulus of asphalt or asphalt concrete overlays to a reference 
temperature of 77ºF (25ºC): 
 

E77 = 
𝐄𝐭

𝟏.𝟑𝟓−𝟎.𝟎𝟎𝟕𝟖(𝒕−𝟑𝟐)
 

 
Where E77 and Et are the modulus at 77ºF [37]. 
 
In practice, the quality of the ultrasonic surface wave (USW) data is affected significantly 
by several aspects: 

• The surface condition of the bridge deck and pavement, such as cracking or rough 
surface. 

• The improper operations of the instrument during the field testing, such as poorly 
coupled of the instrument to the testing surface. 

• The elastic modulus measurement of asphalt or asphalt concrete overlays is 
affected significantly by temperatures. 

• The USW test is interested in a narrow high frequency range in which the traffic 
does not affect the quality of test results.  

In case of relatively homogeneous materials, such as concrete or asphalt, the velocity of 
the surface wave or phase velocity does not vary significantly with frequency. The 
surface wave velocity can be precisely related to the material elastic modulus using either 
the assumed or measured mass density and Poisson ratio of the material. An average 
velocity (Vertical red line shown in Figure 04) is used to correlate it to the concrete 
modulus of the top layer. Significant variation in the phase velocity will be an indication 
of the presence of a deterioration anomaly. However, the elastic modulus evaluation 
becomes more complicated for multiple layered systems, such as pavements or bridged 
decks with asphalt concrete overlays, where the elastic modulus of each layers differ 
significantly [18]. 
 

 



 
Figure 03: Typical Time Records of Three Transducers. 

 

 
Figure 04: Typical Dispersion Curve Obtained from the Time Records in Figure 03. 
 
 
 
1.1.2 Impact Echo 
 
The impact echo method is a non-destructive technique (NDT) for flaw detection in 
concrete [5]. Thus, it is used to detect defects in the structure and can be thought of as a 
diagnostic tool in defect identification. The high-frequency impact source and the nearby 
transducer of PSPA instrument are used to conduct the impact-echo tests in the field. The 
configuration of impact-echo testing is shown in Figure 05. The estimation of P-wave 
velocity by measuring the travel time of P-wave between two transducers is often 
difficult since the P-wave arrivals is difficult to identify in the time records. 
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Figure 05: The Configuration of Impact Echo Testing. 
 
A more reliable procedure to estimate P-wave velocity is through measurement of the 
surface wave velocity (VR) from ultrasonic surface wave test since the relationship 
between P-wave velocity and surface wave velocity can be determined if the properties of 
the uppermost layers assumed to be uniform: 
 

Vp = �2(1−𝜈)
1−2𝜈 

× (1.13− 0.16𝜈)VR 

 
Where  
 VR = velocity of surface waves, 
 ν = Poisson’s ratio 
 Vp = P-wave velocity 
 
The elastic waves are generated when the mechanical impact is applied on the surface of 
the material. Because of a significant contrast in rigidity of concrete and air, the elastic 
wave is practically or entirely reflected off the bottom of the deck back to the deck 
surface. The frequency of the reflection, called return frequency, can be identified in the 
response spectrum of the recorded signal [20]. Thus, the depth of the reflector, in this 
case the deck thickness, can be obtained from the return frequency and the previously 
determined P-wave velocity, as illustrated in Figure 05. The relationship between P-wave 
velocities, return frequency f and deck thickness T can be determined simply by this 
equation: 
 

f = 𝑉𝑝
2∗T

 

 
The Figure 06 has shown the example of amplitude spectrum (frequency spectrum) 
contrast between intact and deboned concrete slabs.  For the case of the intact slab, a 
large portion of input energy is reflected back from the bottom of the slab or concrete 
base interface. Some of the energy is transmitted into the base and subgrade. For the case 
of the deboned slab, a portion of the energy will be reflected from the concrete-air 
interface created by the deboning.  



 
Figure 06: The Amplitude Spectrum Contrast between Intact and Debonded 
Concrete Slabs. 
 
Therefore, other than the full slab thickness frequency fh, the amplitude spectrum will 
show one or more frequency peaks at fd = Vp

2d
, corresponding to the frequency of 

reflections from the deboning at a depth of d < h. The relative amplitude of the peaks 
depends on a number of factors, including the extent, depth, continuity, and position of 
deboning, as well as the frequency content of the impact source [21]. 
 
In practice, the interpretation of amplitude spectra is not always straightforward. The 
complex internal structure of bridges and pavements, such as reinforcement steel or 
construction joint can generate high level ambient noise. Furthermore, the P-wave 
velocities used for impact-echo data analysis derived from surface wave velocities are not 
accurate due to several reasons: First of all, the propagation direction of P-wave and 
surface wave velocities in concrete or asphalt material are significant different. Second, 
the improper estimated of material properties, such as Poisson ratio, can also affect the 
accuracy of P-wave velocity calculations.  
 
1.2. PSPA DATA ACQUISITION 
 
The field implementation of PSPA testing in bridge decks or pavements evaluation are 
conducted based on point loading test system in a grid of selected spacing. The dense 
spacing can provide more detail analysis with time consuming for data acquisition, 
processing and interpretation. The field evaluation of bridge decks is typically done on 
grids spacing of 2×2 feet to 3×3 feet [20]. The grid spacing of 2×2 feet has been selected 
for PSPA data collection in this study for bridge decks evaluation. A bridge deck 
evaluation using 2×2 feet grad spacing has been shown in Figure 07.The time consuming 
for each test point generally taken less than 30 seconds.  
 



According to a previous study conducted by Dr. Gucunski at 2008 [20], the 50 m2 of the 
deck surface can tested per hour with 3×3 feet grid spacing or 20 m2 with 2×2 feet grid 
spacing. In this study, the location and scale of the PSPA test grid is varied based on the 
several factors: speed of data acquisition, the severity degree of the bridge and the scale 
of the bridge. Furthermore, the selection of PSPA testing grid is also depend on the visual 
and ground penetration radar inspection results. 
 
The length of PSPA test for pavements evaluation in this project is 1000 feet. A 100 feet 
interval is conducted for PSPA data collection in longitude direction of the pavement. 
The half lane of the pavement is covered by PSPA test point with 2 feet intervals in 
traverse direction. The investigation width of the pavement is 10 feet. The field data 
acquisition procedure has been shown in Figure 08. The location and scale of PSPA test 
for pavement evaluations is mainly based on several factors: speed of data acquisition, 
the material type of top pavement layers and the severity degree of the pavement. 
 
In order to mitigate the potential problems of PSPA data acquisition statement in 
previous section, the locations of reinforcement steel are marked before conducted PSPA 
field tests. The PSPA instrument has been placed avoid overlaid on the top of 
reinforcement steels during the field tests of bridge decks evaluation. 
 

 
Figure 07: PSPA Data Acquisition on the Bridge Deck with 2×2 feet Grid Spacing 
[18]. 



 
Figure 08: PSPA Data Collection in the Field for Pavement Evaluation. 
 
 
1.3. PSPA DATA PROCESSING AND INTERPRETATION 
 
1.3.1 Ultrasonic Surface Wave  
 
For each PSPA testing point, the dispersion curve can be generated automatically and 
rapidly after the field test conducted. Variation in the phase velocity would be an 
indication of variation of material properties (elastic modulus) with depth. Once the 
surface wave velocity is determined, it can be well correlated to both compression and 
shear wave velocities, and thus to the Young’s and shear modulus [20]. When the surface 
waves propagating through the delamination or deterioration area of bridge decks or 
pavements, the surface wave velocity is reduced significant. Therefore, the deterioration 
of bridges and pavements can be identified from the variation of elastic modulus with 
depth.  
 
However, the quality of ultrasonic surface wave (USW) data can be easily affected by the 
surface condition, weather and improper operations. Furthermore, the USW method 
cannot provide reliable elastic modulus values on deteriorated areas of concrete decks or 
pavements, such as delaminated or debonded sections. For the multiple layers system, 
such as asphalt concrete overlays, the interpretation of USW modulus becomes 
significantly more complicated. Therefore, the extensive experiences are required for 
understanding and interpreting test results. Furthermore, the construction of 2D contour 
map of elastic modulus for each test sections also needs experience and extensive time 
consuming. The deterioration sections of decks or pavements can be identified and 
characterized relatively low elastic modulus.  
 
 

PSPA 



 
1.3.2 Impact Echo 
 
In the case of a delaminated deck, reflections of the P-wave occur at shallower depths 
causing a shift in the response toward higher frequencies. Depending on the extent and 
continuity of the delamination, the partition of energy of elastic waves may vary and 
different grades can be assigned to that particular section of a deck as a part of the 
condition assessment process [20]. The grades selection based on the various degree of 
deck delamination has been shown in Figure 09. In the case of a sound deck (one in good 
condition, Figure 09a and 09b), a distinctive peak in the response spectrum corresponding 
to the full depth of the deck can be observed, as shown by two spectra under the cross 
section of the bridge deck. Figure 09a represents a schematic of the expected spectrum, 
while Figure 09b is taken from actual field testing. Initial delamination (deck in fair 
condition, Figure 09c and 09d) is described as occasional separation between the two 
deck zones. It can be identified through the presence of two distinct peaks, indicating 
energy partition from two dominant wave propagation patterns. The first peak 
corresponds to reflections from the bottom of the deck, while the second corresponds to 
reflections from the delamination. Progressed delamination (deck in poor condition, 
Figures 09e and 09f) is characterized by a single peak at a frequency corresponding to a 
reflector depth that is shallower than the deck thickness, indicating that little or no energy 
is being propagated toward the bottom of the deck. Finally, in a very severe case of a 
wide delamination (serious condition, Figures09g and 09h), the dominant response of the 
deck to an impact is characterized by a low-frequency response of flexural-mode 
oscillations of the upper delaminated portion of the deck. This response is almost always 
in the audible frequency range, unlike response of the deck in the fair and poor 
conditions, which may be in the ultrasonic range. Because this response is significantly 
lower than the return frequency for the deck bottom, it produces an apparent reflector 
depth that is larger than the deck thickness. 
 

 

 



 

 
FIGURE 09: Grades for various degrees of deck delamination shown, respectively, 
with schematic of expected spectrum and spectrum from field testing: (a) and (b) for 
good (intact) condition, (c) and (d) for fair condition, (e) and (f) for poor condition, 
(g) and (h) for serious condition [20]. 

 
In practice, the processing and interpretation of the IE data is not always straightforward. 
In the case of a slab in marginal condition, the spectrum exhibits several frequency peaks, 
which may introduce ambiguity in the interpretation of the test results (e.g., Figure 09e 
and 09f). Furthermore, the complex structure (reinforcement steel or construction joint) 
of the bridge deck or pavement with the heterogeneous nature of reinforced concrete or 
asphalt introduced a high level of ambient noise, which can significantly effects the 
interpretation of the IE spectrum. Finally, the automatic thickness calculation results 
provided by the PSPA software have been demonstrated not accurate compared with 
Lidar and borehole test results. There are several factors can affect the accuracy of the 
thickness calculation: First of all, the P-wave velocity used for thickness calculation 
derived from surface wave velocity has been demonstrated is not accurate. Second, the 
difficult of IE spectra interpretation can also affect the accuracy of thickness calculation.  
Therefore, the extensive experiences needed for impact-echo (IE) data processing and 
interpretation. In order to solve or mitigate current problems found in impact-echo data 
processing and interpretation, the following steps have been conducted in this study: 
 

• The locations of reinforcement steel are marked before conducted PSPA field 
tests. The PSPA instrument has been placed avoid overlaid on the top of 
reinforcement steels during the field tests of bridge decks evaluation. 

• The assumed uniform P-wave velocity has been used for thickness calculation 
instead of the automatic calculation results. The manual impact-echo data analysis 
results have been verified more efficient and accurate than automatic analysis 
results by comparing with the Lidar test results. 



• The first frequency peak in the IE spectrum has been identified as the bottom 
reflection from the deck or pavement layers bottom used for the thickness 
calculation instead of return frequency (the strongest reflection) in order to avoid 
the effect of high level ambient noise. The manual impact-echo data analysis 
results have been verified more efficient and accurate than automatic analysis 
results by comparing with the Lidar test results. 

Furthermore, the construction of 2D reflection depth map from the bottom of the decks 
for each test sections also needs experience and extensive time consuming. The 
deterioration area of decks can be identified and characterized with apparent reflection 
depth that is large than the deck thickness. 
 

 

 

                                           

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                      



                                                 2. SCOPE OF THE WORK 

 

• Implementing PSPA field tests on different materials (concrete, asphalt overlaid 
concrete, asphalt) type of bridge decks and pavements.  

• Conducting PSPA data processing and interpretation for all bridge decks and 
pavements. For each bridge decks or pavement sections, comparing the PSPA 
data results with other NDT data results (GPR and Lidar) and coring controls. 

• Evaluation the accuracy of PSPA data for defects detection for each bridge decks 
and pavements. Identifying and characterizing the current problems or limitations 
found during the PSPA data processing and interpretation procedures, such as the 
effect of reinforcement steel to the PSPA data results or the effect of current P-
wave velocity determination method to the accuracy of IE data results. 

• Conducting the valid test in the laboratory with the simulation concrete slabs 
(known the location of reinforcement steel and delamination).  Confirm the effect 
of reinforcement steels to the PSPA data results, adjustment or modification the 
current procedures of PSPA data processing and interpretation in order to improve 
the accuracy of PSPA data results, such as building the uniform scale for elastic 
modulus data based on the statistical analysis or employment the uniform 
estimation P-wave velocities instead of the variation P-wave velocities 
transformed from the surface wave velocities. 

• Comparing the modification PSPA data results with the ground truth data. 
Evaluation the performance of PSPA methods for the rapid condition assessment 
of bridge decks and pavements based on the several factors: speed of data 
acquisition, accuracy and easy to use. 

• Creating the general protocol for the proper and effective use of PSPA methods 
for the rapid condition assessment of bridge decks and pavements in the future.  

• Comparing the PSPA data results with ground penetrating radar (GPR) data 
results for some of bridge decks and pavement sections.   
 

                                                         

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



                                                  3. TIMELINE TABLE 

 
In this study, twelve bridges and eight pavement sections located at multiple locations of 
Missouri State have been selected to conduct PSPA field tests. Table 01 summarized the 
PSPA data acquisition date and location for all the bridges and pavement sections with 
the name of operator in the field. 
 

Done Name of Project Location of Project Start Date End Date Operator
X A1187 Jefferson City, MO 9/16/2012 9/16/2012 Mengxing Li
X A1297 Sedalia, MO 10/24/2012 10/24/2012 Mengxing Li
X A1193 Syracuse, MO 11/7/2012 11/7/2012 Mengxing Li
X A1479 Lake Ozark, MO 11/8/2012 11/8/2012 Mengxing Li
X A2966 Mountain Grove, MO 10/16/2012 10/16/2012 Mengxing Li
X A3405 Saint James, MO 11/14/2012 11/14/2012 Mengxing Li
X A3406 Saint James, MO 11/15/2012 11/15/2012 Mengxing Li
X K0197 Saint James, MO 11/28/2012 11/28/2012 Mengxing Li
X K0656 Jefferson City, MO 11/26/2012 11/26/2012 Mengxing Li
X A1187 Jefferson City, MO 5/19/2013 5/19/2013 Nwokebuihe Stanley C.
X A2111 Fulton, MO 5/23/2013 5/23/2013 Mengxing Li
X A3017 Warsaw, MO 6/6/2013 6/6/2013 Nwokebuihe Stanley C.

X Section 01 US 63 Rolla MO 10/29/2012 10/29/2012 Mengxing Li
X Section 02 US 54 Camden City 11/12/2012 11/12/2012 Mengxing Li
X Section 03 MO 179 Jefferson City 12/3/2012 12/3/2012 Mengxing Li
X Section 04 Hwy Franklin MO 7/25/2013 7/25/2013 Mengxing Li
X Section 05 I-55 Pemiscot County 7/31/2013 7/31/2013 Mengxing Li
X Section 07 Hwy U Dent County 3/13/2013 3/13/2013 Mengxing Li
X Section 08 I-35 N Cameron MO 8/7/2013 8/7/2013 Mengxing Li
X Section 06 I-55 St. Louis City 9/23/2013 9/23/2013 Mengxing Li

Bridge decks investigation

Pavements Section investigations

                                         

 



                                             4. EXPECTANCE OUTCOME 

 
Twelve bridge decks and eight pavement sections have been selected to implement PSPA 
field tests in this study. The example of PSPA test data results on bridge decks and 
pavement sections have been presented in the following sections. 
 

4.1 PSPA DATA RESULTS OF THE BRIDGE A1479 

The concrete bridges A1479 is located on the state highway US 54 W over Osage River. 
The bridge was constructed in 1966 with the total lengths of 869.1 ft with the deck width 
of 34.5 ft. The bridge deck is composed of six concrete spans with two lanes. The 
appearance of the bridge has been shown in Figure 10. 

 
Figure 10: The Appearance of the Concrete Bridge A1479. 

Six PSPA test grid areas (10 ×4 ft) with 2 × 2 ft grid spacing have been selected to 
conduct PSPA field tests on the bridge deck of A1479 has been shown in Figure 11. One 
of the PSPA test results, section D compared with Lidar and GPR test results will be 
presented in the following sections. 
 
 

 
  
Figure 11: The Selected PSPA Tests Area for the Bridge A1479. 
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The contrast typical time records of PSPA data between delaminated concrete (a) and 
intact concrete (b) has been shown in Figure 12.  
 

 

 
Figure 12: The Time Records (waveform) of Delaminated Concrete (a) and Intact 
Concrete (b) 
For the delaminated concrete, the time difference (the distance between two vertical red 
lines) between two surface wave peaks is obviously wider than the intact concrete. Thus, 
the propagation of surface wave velocity in delaminated concrete will much slower 
comparing with the intact concrete. And the elastic modulus of delaminated concrete will 
much lower than intact concrete.  

(a) 

(b) 



The typical dispersive curves contrast between intact concrete (c) and delaminated 
concrete has been shown in Figure 13. The average elastic modulus (the vertical red line) 
of delaminated concrete is significant lower compared with the intact concrete. 

 

 
Figure 13: The Dispersion Curves of Intact Concrete (c) and Delaminated Concrete 
(d). 
 
Figure 14 shown the typical frequency spectrum contrast between intact concrete (e) and 
delaminated concrete (f). The influence of reinforcement steel to impact echo data 
interpretation is significant. Furthermore, the frequency spectrum difference between 
delaminated and intact concrete can be observed from several aspects: First of all, the 
bottom reflection frequency of delaminated concrete is much lower than intact concrete. 
Second, the frequency distribution range for delaminated concrete (5-33 kHz) is also 
much lower than intact concrete (10-50 kHz). Last, the shape of frequency distribution 
for delaminated concrete is wider than intact concrete. 

(c) 

(d) 



 

  

 
 
Figure 14: The Frequency Spectrum of Intact Concrete (e) and Delaminated 
Concrete (f). 
 
The hydro-demolition test (Figure 15) and ground penetrate radar scan has been carried 
out for the entire bridge in order to verify the PSPA test results. Furthermore, the Lidar 
scan has been conducted with hydro-demolition test for the entire bridge in order to map 
the depth difference between the intact concrete and delaminated concrete.  
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Figure 15: The Bridge Deck Surface after Conducted Hydro-demolition Test. 
 
4.1.1. Ultrasonic Surface Wave Data Interpretation. 
 
2D contour map of average elastic modulus distribution for each PSPA test sections has 
been generated in order to obtain a better understanding of deterioration conditions for 
the entire bridge deck. One of the modulus contour map (section D) compared with Lidar 
and GPR test results has been demonstrated in Figure 16. For Lidar data map, the 
deterioration condition of the bridge deck represented by the different colors (a). The bule 
color represented the good condition and the orange with green color represented the 
severe and poor condition. Futhermore, the red spots in the map represented each PSPA 
point test locations in the field. For PSPA data map, the deterioration condition of the 
bridge deck represented by different modulus range. Low elastic modulus range with 
purple color represented the severe condition, and the high elastic modulus range with 
bule color represented the good condition. For GPR map, the green color area represented 
the moderate deterioration condition, and the yellow or orange area represented the poor 
condition. The deterioration area shown in the elastic modulus map correlated very well 
with the Lidar results. Thus, the accuracy of USW method for bridge deck assessment has 
been demonstrated. 



     
(a)                                                     (b)                                                        (c)     

Figure 16: The Comparison Data Results of Test Section D among Lidar Data (a), 
PSPA Data (b) and GPR Data (c). 
 
4.1.2. Impact Echo Data Interpretation. 
 
The first frequency peak on the frequency spectrum has been identified as the reflection 
frequency from the bottom of the bridge deck. For delaminated concrete, the deck 
thickness will much thicker than intact concrete and out of normal range of the deck 
thickness based on the previous calculation equations. 2D bridge deck thickness 
reflection map compared with Lidar test results has been shown in Figure 17. Based on 
the principles of PSPA, the P-wave velocity estimated from the surface wave velocity, 
thus, the P-wave velocity in the delaminated concrete will much slower than intact 
concrete. The test results of 2D deck thickness map (f) based on the PSPA principle has 
been demonstrated is not accurate compared with Lidar test results.  Several reasons can 
be explained for the inaccurate test results. First of all, the propagation direction of P-
wave (vertical) and Surface wave (horizontal) in the concrete slab is different. Second, 
the indirect calculation procedures based on previous equations will cause the 
overestimate P-wave velocity results. Thus, the uniform P-wave velocity (3800m/s) 
instead of current P-wave velocity has been used for the calculation of deck thickness 
based on the bottom reflection frequency values obtained from impact-echo data. The 
new 2D reflection map (e) has been demonstrated more accurate and effective than 
automatic PSPA test results compared with the Lidar test results.  
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              (d)                                     (e)                                               (f) 
Figure 17: The Comparison Test Reults between Lidar Data (d), Impact Echo Data 
(Manual) and Imapct Echo Data (Automatic). 
 
4.2. PSPA DATA RESULTS OF PAVEMENT SECTION 05 
 
The pavement section 05 is located on the interstate highway 55 south bound at Pemiscot 
County MO. Interstate 55 was originally constructed in the 1970s, and the investigation 
section is composed of fully concrete. Figure 18 has shown the PSPA testing procedure 
on pavement section 05. The PSPA test grid generated on pavement section 05 with 100 
ft intervals in wheel path direction and 2 ft intervals in traverse direction. Figure 19 
shown the sketch of PSPA data collection in the field. The total length of 1000 ft with 
half of lanes has been covered in this investigation. 

Units: in 



 
Figure 18: The PSPA In-situ Testing on Pavement Section 05. 
 

 
Figure 19: The Sketch of PSPA Data Acquisition in the Field (S 01 = Section 01). 
 
The typical time records (waveform) for intact concrete layers (a) and debonded concrete 
layers (b) has been shown in Figure 20. The time difference (Distance between two red 
vertical lines) of debonded concrete is obviously wider than intact concrete. In addition, 
the irregularity time records of the impact source (red line) generated due to the groove 
structure of testing concrete surface. 
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Figure 20: The Typical Time Records of Intact (a) and Debonded (b) Concrete 
Layers. 
 
Typical dispersion curves for intact concrete layers (c) and debonded concrete layers (d) 
has been shown in Figure 21. The average elastic modulus of deboned concrete is much 
lower than intact concrete. 

(a) 

(b) 



 

 
Figure 21: The Typical Dispersive Curves of Intact (c) and Debonded (d) Concrete 
Layers. 
 
Typical frequency spectrums of intact (e) and debonded (f) concrete layers have been 
shown in Figure 22. The complex reflection singles obtained from concrete pavement 
section 05. However, the frequency range (3-40 kHz) of deboned concrete is relatively 
lower than intact concrete (5-50 kHz). 



 

 
Figure 22: Typical Frequency Spectrum of Intact (e) and Debonded (f) Concrete 
Layers. 
 
4.2.1. 2D Elastic Modulus Contour Map.  
 
The 2D elastic modulus contour map for each sections has been generated in order to 
obtain a better understanding of elastic modulus variation with the depths. The test results 
of section 02 & 08 has been shown in Figure 23. Two test coring have been retrieved 
from section 02 & 08, both of them deboned from bottom of the first concrete layers, 
which are matched very well with the PSPA test results. 
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Figure 23: The 2D Elastic Modulus Contour Map Verified by the Coring Control. 
 
4.2.2. Statistical Analysis of PSPA Data. 
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A statistical analysis of PSPA data for pavement section 05 has been established in order 
to evaluate the condition of entire pavement sections. The results shown in Figure 24 
demonstrated that the lowest average elastic modulus obtained in the middle of the lane. 
 

 
Figure 24: Statistical Analysis Results of PSPA Data. 
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